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Fast Food, Fast Track
- Jennifer Talwar 2018-03-05
Praise for Fast Food, Fast Track "A fine ethnography with both
theoretical and advocative significance, representing the best qualitative
sociology." — Choice "Explores the intimate realities and behind-thescenes exchanges of a multiethnic work force serving the typical
American meal. Through a lively narrative and insightful stories, Jennifer
Parker Talwar gives a full sense of what it's like to live in both a global
economy and a local culture." —Sharon Zukin, author of The Cultures of
Cities No longer just pocket money for American teens, wages paid by
multinational fast-food chains are going to a new generation of ordertakers, burger-flippers, and basket-fryers—newly arrived immigrants
hailing from China, the Caribbean, Latin America, and India, a colorful
sea of faces has taken its place behind one of the most ubiquitous
American business institutions—the fast-food counter. They have become
a vital link between the growing service sector in our cities' ethnic
enclaves and the multi-billion dollar global fast-food industry. For four
years, sociologist Jennifer Parker Talwar went behind the counter herself
and listened to immigrant fast-food workers in New York City's ethnic
communities. They talked about balancing their low-paying jobs and
monotonous daily reality with keeping the faith that these very jobs could
be the first step on the path to the American Dream. In this original and
compelling work of ethnography, Talwar shows that contrary to those
arguing that the fast-food industry only represents an increasing
homogenization of the American workforce, fast-food chains in
immigrant communities must and do adapt to their surroundings.
Yana Dictionary - Edward Sapir 1960-01-01
Emerson's Magazine and Putnam's Monthly - 1857
The Lutheran Companion - 1917
Hearings, Reports and Prints of the House Committee on
Interstate and Foreign Commerce - United States. Congress. House.
Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce 1976
Early Writings - Wilhelm Reich 1975
This volume marks the beginning of the publication in English of Reich's
early writings. Volume One and the collections to follow will trace his
scientific development from the psycho-analytical study of Ibsen's Peer
Gynt, presented for membership in the Viennese Psychoanalytic Society
(1920), to the crucial discovery of the bion (1938), which initiated his
work in orgone biophysics and led to the discovery of cosmic orgone
energy. In a foreword to this volume, Chester M. Raphael writes:
"Viewing [Reich's] work retrospectively, it is easy to see the logic of its
development from psychoanalysis to sex-economy and, finally, to orgone
biophysics. Its continuity is so apparent that any tendency to fragment it
or to ignore the relatedness of all his findings indicates a failure to
comprehend its essence--the energy principal which unites all aspects of
his work...Reich's early writings...are an integral part of the development
that led to the discovery of orgone energy."
The Guide to Nature - 1918
Putnam's Monthly- 1857
All the Livelong Day - Barbara Garson 1994-04
"Ranks with some of the best work ever done on labor in the United
States."—The Village Voice.
All the World
- 1916
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Down the Up Escalator - Barbara Garson 2014-01-28
One of our most incisive and committed journalists—author of the classic
All the Livelong Day—shows us the real human cost of our economic
follies. The Great Recession has thrown huge economic challenges at
almost all Americans save the super-affluent few, and we are only now
beginning to reckon up the human toll it is taking. Down the Up
Escalator is an urgent dispatch from the front lines of our vast collective
struggle to keep our heads above water and maybe even—someday—get
ahead. Garson has interviewed an economically and geographically wide
variety of Americans to show the painful waste in all this loss and
insecurity, and describe how individuals are coping. Her broader
historical focus, though, is on the causes and consequences of the long
stagnation of wages and how it has resulted in an increasingly desperate
reliance on credit and a series of ever-larger bubbles—stocks,
technology, real estate. This is no way to run an economy, or a
democracy.
Garner's Modern American Usage - Bryan Garner 2009-08-27
Since first appearing in 1998, Garner's Modern American Usage has
established itself as the preeminent guide to the effective use of the
English language. Brimming with witty, erudite essays on troublesome
words and phrases, this book authoritatively shows how to avoid the
countless pitfalls that await unwary writers and speakers whether the
issues relate to grammar, punctuation, word choice, or pronunciation.
Now in the third edition, readers will find the "Garner's LanguageChange Index," which registers where each disputed usage in modern
English falls on a five-stage continuum from nonacceptability (to the
language community as a whole) to acceptability, giving the book a
consistent standard throughout. Garner's Modern American Usage, 3e is
the first usage guide ever to incorporate such a language-change index,
and the judgments are based both on Garner's own original research in
linguistic corpora and on his analysis of hundreds of earlier studies.
Another first in this edition is the panel of critical readers: 120-plus
commentators who have helped Garner reassess and update the text, so
that every page has been improved.
New perceptions of the current world - United States. Congress. House.
Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce. Subcommittee on
Energy and Power 1976
Digital Places - Michael Curry 2008-01-28
By offering an understanding of Geographic Information Systems within
the social, economic, legal, political and ethical contexts within which
they exist, the author shows that there are substantial limits to their
ability to represent the very objects and relationships, people and places,
that many believe to be most important. Focusing on the ramifications of
GIS usage, Digital Places shows that they are associated with farreaching changes in the institutions in which they exist, and in the lives
of those they touch. In the end they call for a complete rethinking of
basic ideas, like privacy and intellectual property and the nature of
scientific practice, that have underpinned public life for the last one
hundred years.
A Keeper of Bees
- Allison Wallace 2007-12-18
I was hooked. Call it adrenaline surge, call it honeybee venom in my
veins–whatever the explanation, henceforth I would need these funky
little critters in my life. Givers of sweet, thick honey, bringers forth of the
fruits from trees and bushes and who knew what else, they also gave
more food for thought than a body could know what to do with. –from A
Keeper of Bees Allison Wallace’s devotion to honeybees and their
amazing, intensely lived lives started years ago, when she was living in a
cabin in the North Carolina woods. Ever since then, wherever she has
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called home, Wallace has kept company with bees. Now she gives us the
honeybee in all its glory, dancing “the great, never fully knowable
ecological dance,” striving like other creatures and plants to be all it can
be in its short life. With a philosopher’s perception and a scientist’s
knowledge, Wallace interweaves the facts of honeybee biology with
reflections on desire, intimacy, work, evolution, memory, and home. She
shares the thrill of intimately observing thousands of busy bees cozily
ensconced in their brilliantly designed, perfectly weatherproofed hive.
She muses on the female workers’ unceasing activity, and on the male
drones’ idleness as each awaits his acrobatic midair mating with the
queen, followed by his instant death. She marvels at the cosseted queen,
upon whom the future of the hive depends.
Middle- and Long-term Energy Policies and Alternatives - United States.
Congress. House. Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce.
Subcommittee on Energy and Power 1976
Social History of the United States [10 volumes] - Brian Greenberg
2008-10-23
This ten-volume encyclopedia explores the social history of 20th-century
America in rich, authoritative detail, decade by decade, through the eyes
of its everyday citizens. • Entries covering the lives and contributions of
ordinary citizens, social movements, religion, culture, the arts, economic
and labor issues, and other aspects of American life across the 20th
century • Contributions by accomplished researchers in the field of
American social history • Sidebars providing additional emphasis on
important issues and less well-known personalities • Detailed timelines
for every decade, incorporating famous events with pivotal moments that
changed the lives of everyday citizens • A thematically organized index
for each of the encyclopedia's ten volumes
A Dictionary of the English Language
- Johnson 1818
Ira Gershwin - Philip Furia 1997-07-24
To the perennial question "which comes first, the music or the words?"
Ira Gershwin always responded, "the contract." The jest reveals both
Ira's consummate professionalism and the self-effacing wit with which he
ducked the spotlight whenever possible. Yet the ingeniously inventive
melodies George Gershwin composed for such classic songs as "Someone
to Watch Over Me," "Embraceable You," "Fascinating Rhythm," "It Ain't
Necessarily So," and "Love is Here to Stay" live on in no small part
because of the equally unforgettable lyrics of Ira Gershwin, lines crafted
with a precision that earned him the sobriquet "The Jeweller" among his
Broadway peers. In Ira Gershwin: The Art of the Lyricist, the older and
less flamboyant of the Gershwin brothers at last steps out of the shadows
to claim his due as one of American songwriting's most important and
enduring innovators. Philip Furia traces the development of Ira
Gershwin's lyrical art from his early love of light verse and Gilbert and
Sullivan, through his apprentice work in Tin Pan Alley, to his emergence
as a prominent writer for the Broadway musical theater in the 1920s.
Furia illuminates his work in satirical operettas such as Of Thee I Sing
and Strike Up the Band, the smart "little" revues of the 1930s, and his
contributions to the opera Porgy and Bess. After describing the Gershwin
brothers' brief but brilliant work in Hollywood before George's sudden
death--work that produced such classics as "They Can't Take That Away
From Me" and "Let's Call the Whole Thing Off"--Furia follows Ira's career
through such triumphs as Lady in the Dark with Kurt Weill, Cover Girl
with Jerome Kern, and A Star is Born, with Harold Arlen. Along the way,
Furia provides much insight into the art of the lyricist and he captures
the magic of a golden era when not only the Gershwins, but Irving Berlin,
Cole Porter, Jerome Kern, Oscar Hammerstein II, Gertrude Lawrence,
Fred Astaire, and other luminaries made the lights of Broadway and the
Hollywood screen shine brighter than ever before. From his first major
success, the now-classic "The Man I Love" (1924) to his last great hit,
"The Man That Got Away" (1954), Ira Gershwin wrote the words to some
of America's most loved standards. In Ira Gershwin: The Art of the
Lyricist, Philip Furia illuminates the craft behind this remarkable
achievement to reveal how Gershwin took the everyday speech of
ordinary Americans and made it sing.
Putnam's Monthly Magazine of American Literature, Science and Art 1857
Capitalism, For and Against - Ann E. Cudd 2011-01-06
Political philosophy and feminist theory have rarely examined in detail
how capitalism affects the lives of women. Ann Cudd and Nancy
Holmstrom take up opposing sides of the issue, debating whether
capitalism is valuable as an ideal and whether as an actually existing
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economic system it is good for women. In a discussion covering a broad
range of social and economic issues, including unequal pay, industrial
reforms and sweatshops, they examine how these and other issues relate
to women and how effectively to analyze what constitutes 'capitalism'
and 'women's interests'. Each author also responds to the opposing
arguments, providing a thorough debate of the topics covered. The
resulting volume will interest a wide range of readers in philosophy,
political theory, women's studies and global affairs.
Lutheran Companion - 1917
The Wonder and the Mystery- Robin Gotler 2022-01-27
Published in association with the Annals of Family Medicine, The Wonder
and the Mystery is an anthology of intimate personal stories and
innovative ideas from the Annals' Reflections section. It includes a wide
range of articles, from influential pieces on urgent topical issues to
exceptional stories of unique individuals. These articles shed light on
small moments and major life transitions. In the process, they help us
find meaning in our own physical, emotional, and spiritual journeys. The
one-of-a-kind stories and ideas in the book speak to all of us who are
interested in health care and health, caring and connection: clinicians,
patients, family members, researchers, policy makers, and more. The
book reminds us that "the things we cannot measure may be the very
things that will sustain us."
New York Magazine - 1979-04-16
New York magazine was born in 1968 after a run as an insert of the New
York Herald Tribune and quickly made a place for itself as the trusted
resource for readers across the country. With award-winning writing and
photography covering everything from politics and food to theater and
fashion, the magazine's consistent mission has been to reflect back to its
audience the energy and excitement of the city itself, while celebrating
New York as both a place and an idea.
Novelist's Library - Jonathan Swift 1824
Healthy Work - Namir Khan 2004
This reference provides an overview of relevant literature to engineers,
managers, accountants, occupational health and safety specialists, and
industrial hygienists, so that they, and other professionals, can
understand what has caused our workplaces to become primary sources
of physical and mental illness.
Feminist Thought, Student Economy Edition - Rosemarie Tong
2018-10-03
This book provides a clear, comprehensive, and incisive introduction to
the major traditions of feminist theory, from liberal feminism, radical
feminism, and Marxist and socialist feminism to care-focused feminism,
psychoanalytic feminism, women of color feminisms, and ecofeminism.
Feminist Thought - Rosemarie Putnam Tong 2013-07-09
A classic resource on feminist theory, Feminist Thought offers a clear,
comprehensive, and incisive introduction to the major traditions of
feminist theory, from liberal feminism, radical feminism, and Marxist and
socialist feminism to care-focused feminism, psychoanalytic feminism,
and ecofeminism. The fifth edition has been thoroughly revised, and now
includes a new chapter on Third Wave and Third Space Feminism. Also
added to this edition are significantly expanded discussions on women of
color feminisms, psychoanalytic and care feminisms, as well as new
examinations of queer theory, LGBTQ and trans feminism. Learning tools
like end-of-chapter discussion questions and the bibliography make
Feminist Thought an essential resource for students and thinkers who
want to understand the theoretical origins and complexities of
contemporary feminist debates.
Bitter Choices - Ellen Israel Rosen 1990-03-23
Ellen Israel Rosen presents a compelling portrait of married women who
work on New England's assembly lines while they also maintain their
homes and marriages. With skill and sympathy, she documents the
reasons these women work; their experiences on the job, in the union,
and at home; the sources of their job satisfaction; and their management
of the "double day." The major issue for this segment of the labor force,
Rosen suggests, is not whether to work, but the availability and quality of
jobs. Rosen argues that deindustrialization—plant closings and job
displacement—confronts blue-collar women factory workers with a
"bitter choice" between work at lower and lower wages or no work at all.
Drawing on quantitative and qualitative data from interviews with more
than two hundred such women factory workers, Rosen traces the ways in
which women who do "unskilled" factory work have gained in self-esteem
as well as financial stability from holding paid jobs. Throughout, Rosen
explores the relationship between public work experiences and private
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family life. She analyzes the dynamics of two-paycheck, working class
families, clarifies relationships between class and gender, and explores
the impact of patriarchy and capitalism on working class women. At the
same time Rosen places women's job loss within the broader economic
context of global industrial transformations, demonstrating how
international capital shifts to cheaper labor in developing countries, as
well as technological progress, are changing the shape of the entire
American labor force and are beginning to undermine the material and
symbolic gains of the American female factory worker, the promise of
market equality, and progressive working conditions. "This book is a
significant contribution to our understanding of women's work and family
lives, but it is also a valuable look at the consequences of
deindustrialization in America for workers, their families, and their
communities."—Myra Marx Ferree, American Journal of Sociology
The Westminster Pulpit vol. I - G. Campbell Morgan 2012-02-06
About the Contributor(s): G. Campbell Morgan (1863-1945) was a
leading Bible expositor in England and the United States. Despite a lack
of substantial formal training, Morgan was a prolific writer and teacher.
Ordained into the Congregational ministry, he was the pastor of
Westminster Chapel, London (1904-17 and 1933-45). Morgan also
conducted two very successful teaching tours in the United States,
including work with D.L. Moody's ministry.
Emerson's United States Magazine
- 1857
Land of the Millrats - Richard Mercer Dorson 1981
Most of Richard Dorson's thirty years as folklorist have been spent
collecting tales and legends in the remote backcountry, far from the
centers of population. For this book he extended his search for folk
traditions to one of the most heavily industrialized sections of the United
States. Can folklore be found, he wondered, in the Calumet Region of
northwest Indiana? Does it exist among the steelworkers, ethnic groups,
and blacks in Gary, Whiting, East Chicago, and Hammond? In his usual
entertaining style, Dorson shows that a rich and varied folklore exists in
the Region. Although it differs from that of rural people, it is equally
vital. Much of this urban lore finds expression in conversational
anecdotes and stories that deal with pressing issues: the flight from the
inner city, crime in the streets, working conditions in the steel mills, the
maintenance of ethnic identity, the place of blacks in a predominantly
white society. The folklore reveals strongly held attitudes such as the
loathing of industrial work, resistance to assimilation, and black adoption
of middle-class-white values. Miliworkers and mill executives,
housewives, ethnic performers, storekeepers, and preachers tell their
stories about the Region. The concerns that occupy them affect city
dwellers throughout the United States. Land of the Millrats, though it
depicts a special place, speaks for much of America.
Mother Jones Magazine - 1976-07
Mother Jones is an award-winning national magazine widely respected
for its groundbreaking investigative reporting and coverage of
sustainability and environmental issues.
Down the Up Escalator - Barbara Garson 2013
Drawn from interviews with an economically and geographically wide
variety of Americans, a journalist reveals the real human cost of our
economic decline and demonstrates the resilience of ordinary Americans
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as they try to overcome huge economic challenges. 25,000 first printing.
Publish It Yourself Handbook - Bill Henderson 1998-11-03
Essays by self-publishers offer their advice and observations, and identify
common problems
Meaningful Work - Andrea Veltman 2016-09-15
This book examines the importance of work in human well-being,
addressing several related philosophical questions about work and
arguing on the whole that meaningful work is central in human
flourishing. Work impacts flourishing not only in developing and
exercising human capabilities but also in instilling and reflecting virtues
such as honor, pride, dignity, self-discipline and self-respect. Work also
attaches to a sense of purposefulness and personal identity, and
meaningful work can promote both personal autonomy and a sense of
personal satisfaction that issues from making oneself useful. Further
still, work bears a formative influence on character and intelligence and
provides a primary avenue for exercising complex skills and garnering
esteem and recognition from others. The author defends a pluralistic
account of meaningful work, arguing that work can be meaningful in
virtue of developing capabilities, supporting virtues, providing a purpose,
or integrating elements of a worker's life. In light of the impact of
meaningful work on living well, the author argues that well-ordered
societies provide opportunities for meaningful work, that individuals
would be well advised to pursue these opportunities, and that the
philosophical view of value pluralism, which casts work as having no
special significance in an individual's life, is false. The book also
addresses oppressive work that undermines human flourishing,
examining potential solutions to mitigate the impact of bad work on
those who perform it. Finally, a guiding argument of the book is that
promoting meaningful work is a matter of ethics, more so than a matter
of politics. Prioritizing people over profit, treating workers with respect,
respecting the intelligence of working people, and creating opportunities
for people to contribute developed skills are basic ethical principles for
employing organizations and for communities at large.
Monthly Labor Review - 1981
Publishes in-depth articles on labor subjects, current labor statistics,
information about current labor contracts, and book reviews.
Catalog of Copyright Entries. Third Series - Library of Congress.
Copyright Office 1977
the quiver - 1865
Blue-collar Stress - Arthur B. Shostak 1980
Abstract: The current impact of major stressors on US male blue-collar
workers is explored for managers and supervisors. Starting with a
description of objective and subjective work stressors (e.g., inadequate
compensation, work hazards), the material moves on to a discussion of
labor's role as both a source and resolver of blue-collar stress. Physical
and mental health issues regarding blue-collar stress are examined, and
stress created by new ecological and environmental controversies are
discussed. A discussion of several current or prospective reforms is
included, as well as inputs from blue-collar workers concerning various
stress scenarios. (wz).
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